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English Language Development Lesson
(Designated ELD)
Grade: 3
Lesson: 11
Language Objective: Today I am working on reading a story
In this lesson, you will…
Expanding:

Read the essential question, “What do we know about Earth and its
neighbors?” Read the story, “The Planet Jupiter,” aloud. Read it
one paragraph at a time and stop after each paragraph to ask yourself,
“What was this paragraph about?”

If you need help completing the lesson, do this instead...
Emerging:

Read only paragraphs 2-4. Important vocabulary
to understand: “collected more information” means to have
gathered up or brought together in one place all the thoughts
and ideas and things they have learned about something;
“gigantic” means very large

If you want to challenge yourself in completing the lesson, do this instead…
Bridging:

Write out the bolded words: collected, information,
and gigantic. What do these words mean?
What part of speech are they? Nouns? Verbs?
Adjectives? How many syllables do they have?
Try and write them in new sentences to show what they
mean. Draw a picture to go with each word.

May 2020

LESSON 11

Essential Question
What do we know about Earth and its
neighbors?

Read the story and
discuss it with someone
in your home.

The Planet Jupiter
Expository Text

One night in 1610, the scientist
Galileo used his new telescope to look
at the planet Jupiter. He did not need
the telescope to see Jupiter. Jupiter
is easy to find because it is so bright.
But the telescope helped Galileo see
four of Jupiter’s moons.

paragraph 1

Many Moons
Since 1610, scientists have collected
more information about Jupiter’s
moons. Today they know that Jupiter
has over 60 moons. Each moon has
different features. Some moons are
small. That is why Galileo did not see
them. One big moon is called Io. It is
covered with volcanoes. Another moon
is called Europa and it may have water.

Copyright © McGraw-Hill Education

paragraph 2

One Big Ball
Jupiter is a gigantic planet. It is the
biggest planet in our solar system.
How big is it? Jupiter is about 87,000
miles across. That is about eleven
times wider than Earth. Imagine
Earth is the size of a nickel. Jupiter is
the size of a basketball.

paragraph 3

Hot, Cold, and Gassy
Jupiter does not have a hard
surface like Earth does. Instead,
Jupiter is a giant ball of gas. The gas
makes colorful clouds. Because of the
gases, the temperature on Jupiter is
always very hot or very cold. Jupiter is
not a good place to live!

paragraph 4

What Do We Know?
planet

size

surface

number of
moons

Earth

7,900 miles
across

rock

1

Jupiter

87,000 miles
across

gas

over 60

ELD.PI.3.6.Ex See the California Standards section.
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Division of Teaching and Learning

Department of Multilingual Programs and Services

English Language Development Lesson
(Designated ELD)
Grade: 3
Lesson: 12
Language Objective: Today I am working on retelling a story.
In this lesson, you will…
Expanding:

Think about the story you read yesterday. Draw a picture to go with
the story and retell the story in your own words. Use lots of details,
speak in complete sentences, and use phrases like, In the beginning,
Then, After that, and Finally.

If you need help completing the lesson, do this instead...
Emerging:

Think about only one part of the story you read yesterday.
Draw a picture to go with that one part and explain what is
happening in your picture. Use lots of details in your picture
and explanation.

If you want to challenge yourself in completing the lesson, do this instead…
Bridging:

Once you have drawn your picture or series of pictures to
remember the story, write out at least one sentence for
each part of the story using the phrases: Initially, Following
that, Subsequently, and In the end.

May 2020

LESSON 12

Draw a picture from the story “The
Planet Jupiter” and retell the story to a
family member.
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Fontana Unified School District
Division of Teaching and Learning

Department of Multilingual Programs and Services

English Language Development Lesson
(Designated ELD)
Grade: 3
Lesson: 13
Language Objective: Today I am working on using plural possessive nouns.
In this lesson, you will…
Expanding:

Practice using plural possessive nouns. These nouns show
ownership by more than one person or thing. Follow the directions on
the two pages that go with lesson 13, 8B Plural Possessive Nouns
(pages 46 and 47).

If you need help completing the lesson, do this instead...
Emerging:

Complete only page 46 on plural possessive nouns by
adding an apostrophe after the final s of each underlined
word. Do not do page 47.

If you want to challenge yourself in completing the lesson, do this instead…
Bridging:

Make a list of plural possessive nouns. In one column, list
the plural noun. In the second column, list the plural
possessive form of the noun. Write a sentence using the
plural possessive noun.

May 2020

8B: Plural Possessive Nouns

Name

LESSON 13

Plural possessive nouns show ownership by more
than one person or thing. To make most plural nouns
possessive, add an apostrophe (‘) after the final s.
teachers + apostrophe (‘)

teachers’

A. Write the plural possessive noun of the underlined word.
1.

The books belong to the students.
books

2. The report belongs to the judges.
report
3. The room belongs to my sisters.
room
4. The parks belong to the states.
Copyright © McGraw-Hill Education

parks
5. The peanuts belong to the elephants.
peanuts
B. Circle the correct word to complete each sentence.
1.

The (doors, doors’) locks are new.

2. Our (mothers, mothers’) project is finished.
3. The (gardens’, gardens) flowers are beautiful.
46

Grades 2-3

TEACHER: Read the directions and questions in Part A and Part B to students. Guide
students to complete each exercise, providing support as needed.
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8B: Plural Possessive Nouns

Name

LESSON 13

Plural possessive nouns show ownership by more than one
person or thing. To make most plural nouns possessive, add
an apostrophe (‘) after the final s.
teachers + apostrophe (‘)

teachers’

A. Write
 
the possessive form of the noun in
parentheses () to complete each sentence.
1. These are the

2. This is my

3. Where are the

books. (students)

room. (sisters)

peanuts? (elephants)

Copyright © McGraw-Hill Education

B. Circle
 
the plural possessive noun in parentheses.
1. The (doors, doors’) locks are new.
2. Our (mothers’, mothers) project is finished.
3. The (gardens’, gardens) flowers are beautiful.

TEACHER: Read the directions and questions in Part A and Part B to students. Guide
students to complete each exercise, providing support as needed.

Grades 2-3
May 2020
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Fontana Unified School District
Division of Teaching and Learning

Department of Multilingual Programs and Services

English Language Development Lesson
(Designated ELD)
Grade: 3
Lesson: 14
Language Objective: Today I am working on responding to the text by answering
questions about it.
In this lesson, you will…
Expanding:

Talk with someone about Jupiter’s size, it’s moons, and why it would
or would not be a good place to live. Then answer the questions at
the top of page 26.

If you need help completing the lesson, do this instead...
Emerging:

Talk with someone about Jupiter’s size, its moons, and why
it would or would not be a good place to live.
Match the following answers with the questions at the top of
page 26:
• very hot or cold
• over 60 moons
• made of gas
• one of the biggest moons
• a lot bigger than Earth
• have water

If you want to challenge yourself in completing the lesson, do this instead…
Bridging:

After talking about Jupiter with someone and answering the
questions at the top of page 26, see if you can you find out
information about another planet. How would someone
describe it? If you can’t think of any other planet, how would
you describe Earth? How many moons does it have? How
does it compare to other planets in size? Is it a good place to
live? Why or why not?

May 2020

Fontana Unified School District
Division of Teaching and Learning

Department of Multilingual Programs and Services

English Language Development Lesson
(Designated ELD)
Grade: 3
Lesson: 15
Language Objective: Today I am working on writing about the story I read.
In this lesson, you will…
Expanding:

Read your answers from the top of page 26 before completing the
frames at the bottom of 26. The first sentence should include
information about its size and the moons. The second sentence
should contain information about its composition and its
temperature.

If you need help completing the lesson, do this instead...
Emerging:

Read your answers from the top of page 26. Use the
following frames to guide your writing on the bottom of page
26:
• Jupiter has _____ moons and it is _____ in the solar
system.
• Jupiter is made of _____. The temperature on Jupiter
is _____.

If you want to challenge yourself in completing the lesson, do this instead…
Bridging:

Once you have written your answers on the bottom of page
26, practice asking and answering the questions. If you
can, have someone at home help you by asking the question,
“What do we know about Jupiter?” Say each sentence at
least three times out loud.

May 2020

Respond to the Text

LESSON 14
Name___________________________________

Read the text. Have a collaborative conversation with someone in your home. Use
the sentences below to start the conversation. Cite text evidence in your answers
below. Present your ideas aloud.

1.  Describe what we know about Jupiter’s moons.
Jupiter has

.

Io is

.

Europa may

.

2. Discuss Jupiter’s size compared to Earth.

.
3. Discuss why Jupiter is not a good place to live.
and it is

Jupiter is

.

Copyright © McGraw-Hill Education

Jupiter is

-----------------------------------------------------------------------------------Write Think about the story. If you can, discuss “The Planet Jupiter.”
Then write your answer to the Essential Question.

LESSON 15

What do we know about Jupiter?

Jupiter

and it
.

Jupiter is made of

. The temperature
.

26

ELD.PI.3.1.Ex, ELD.PI.3.6.Ex, ELD.PI.3.10b.Ex, ELD.PI.3.12.Ex See the California Standards section.
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Fontana Unified School District
Division of Teaching and Learning

Department of Multilingual Programs and Services

English Language Development Lesson
(Designated ELD)
Grade: 3
Lesson: 16
Language Objective: Today I am working on reading a story.
In this lesson, you will…
Expanding:

Read the essential question, “What ideas can we get from nature?”
Read the story, “Inspired by a Bird,” aloud. Read it one paragraph at
a time and stop after each paragraph to ask yourself, “What was this
paragraph about?”

If you need help completing the lesson, do this instead...
Emerging:

Read only paragraphs 1, 2, 3, and 5. Important vocabulary
to understand: ordinary means normal or usual
quickly; inspiration means something that makes someone
want to do something.

If you want to challenge yourself in completing the lesson, do this instead…
Bridging:

Write out the bolded words: ordinary and inspiration. What
do these words mean?
What part of speech are they? Nouns? Verbs?
Adjectives? How many syllables do they have?
Try and write them in new sentences to show what they
mean. Draw a picture to go with each word.

May 2020

LESSON 16

Essential Question
What ideas can we get from nature?

Read the text and
discuss it with someone
in your home.

Inspired by a Bird
Expository Text
paragraph 5 The engineers decided to imitate
The Shinkansen bullet trains in
Japan carry people from city to city.
the kingfisher. They knew kingfishers
But they are not ordinary trains. These
dive quietly. They copied the bird.
trains can travel 200 miles per hour!
The engineers designed a train with a
long, thin front end.
paragraph 2 The first Shinkansen trains had a
paragraph 1

big problem. The trains had to travel
through many tunnels. The trains
made a loud noise when they came
out of a tunnel. BOOM! People who
lived near the tunnels were unhappy.
The train engineers wanted to
solve this problem. The engineers
knew the shape of the train caused
the loud sound. They changed the
shape of the front of the train. They
tried many different shapes and
designs, but nothing was effective.
The trains continued to make the
loud sound.

This new design was a big success!
The new trains look funny, but they
are quieter. They also use less energy
and can travel at faster speeds.

paragraph 6

Copyright © McGraw-Hill Education

paragraph 3

The engineers looked at a bird
called a kingfisher for inspiration.
The kingfisher has a short, thick body
and a long, thin beak. The bird dives
into the water to catch fish. When it
enters the water, it does not make a
loud sound.

Daniel Trim Photography/Getty Images

paragraph 4

amana images inc./Alamy

The train and the bird both have a long “beak.”

ELD.PI.3.6.Ex See the California Standards section.
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Fontana Unified School District
Division of Teaching and Learning

Department of Multilingual Programs and Services

English Language Development Lesson
(Designated ELD)
Grade: 3
Lesson: 17
Language Objective: Today I am working on retelling a story.
In this lesson, you will…
Expanding:

Think about the story you read yesterday. Draw a picture to go with
the story and retell the story in your own words. Use lots of details,
speak in complete sentences, and use phrases like, In the beginning,
Then, After that, and Finally.

If you need help completing the lesson, do this instead...
Emerging:

Think about only one part of the story you read yesterday.
Draw a picture to go with that one part and explain what is
happening in your picture. Use lots of details in your picture
and explanation.

If you want to challenge yourself in completing the lesson, do this instead…
Bridging:

Once you have drawn your picture or series of pictures to
remember the story, write out at least one sentence for
each part of the story using the phrases: Initially, Following
that, Subsequently, and In the end.

May 2020

LESSON 17

Draw a picture from the story “Inspired
by a Bird” and retell the story to a
family member.
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Fontana Unified School District
Division of Teaching and Learning

Department of Multilingual Programs and Services

English Language Development Lesson
(Designated ELD)
Grade: 3
Lesson: 18
Language Objective: Today I am working on learning about root words.
In this lesson, you will…
Expanding:

Identify roots and build new words by following the directions and
completing the tasks on pages 328 and 329 of the packet.

If you need help completing the lesson, do this instead...
Emerging:

Focus only on page 328 of the packet to identify root
words.

If you want to challenge yourself in completing the lesson, do this instead…
Bridging:

Look through the story from lesson 16 and hunt for root
words. Make a list of them by writing down the whole word
and underlining or circling the root.

May 2020

55B: Root Words

LESSON 18

Name

A root word is a basic word you can use to make other
words that are related in meaning. All of the words that
are made from a root word share a similar meaning.
 hen we make a new word from a root, we may drop or
W
change letters in the root.
A. Read the words. Draw a line to match each root word on
the left to the related word on the right.
1. move

a. reopen

2. open

b. mover

3. change

c. hopeful

4. hope

d. changing

B. Circle the correct word in the parentheses ( ) to complete
each sentence.
Copyright © McGraw-Hill Education

1. The kitten was (sleep/sleeping) on Mom’s lap.
2. Everyone was happy and (cheerful/cheered) all day.
3. My favorite soccer (player/played) scored a goal.
4. There is a hole, or (open/opening), in the bag.

328

Grades 2-3

TEACHER: Read the directions and questions in Part A and Part B to students. Guide
students to complete each exercise, providing support as needed.
May 2020

55B: Root Words

LESSON 18

Name

A root word is a basic word you can use to make other
words that are related in meaning. All of the words that
are made from a root word share a similar meaning.
 hen we make a new word from a root, we may drop or
W
change letters in the root.
A. Combine
	
the root word with the word part to make
a new word. Write the new word on the line.

Copyright © McGraw-Hill Education

1. cheer

+ ful

=

2. create + ing

=

3. Spain

=

+ ish

B.  Read each sentence. On the line, write the root
word for each underlined word.
1. The door was hard to unlock, but it finally opened.

2. We are hoping for sunny weather.

3. Everyone at the party was full of happiness!

TEACHER: Read the directions and questions in Part A and Part B to students. Guide
students to complete each exercise, providing support as needed.

Grades 2-3
May 2020
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Fontana Unified School District
Division of Teaching and Learning

Department of Multilingual Programs and Services

English Language Development Lesson
(Designated ELD)
Grade: 3
Lesson: 19
Language Objective: Today I am working on responding to the text by answering
questions about it.
In this lesson, you will…
Expanding:

Talk with someone about the Shinkansen trains, how the kingfisher
got involved, and what the new trains looked like. Then answer the
questions at the top of page 28.

If you need help completing the lesson, do this instead...
Emerging:

Talk with someone about the Shinkansen trains, how the
kingfisher got involved, and what the new trains looked like.
Match the following answers with the questions at the top of
page 28:
• had a long front end that was shaped like a
kingfisher’s beak.
• made loud sounds when they came out of tunnels.
• make a loud sound when it enters the water.

If you want to challenge yourself in completing the lesson, do this instead…
Bridging:

Look around your house for items that are shaped like things
in nature. Make a list or drawing of some of these items and
explain what item in nature that have similar shapes. Use
the frame, “I noticed that ________ is shaped like
________.”

May 2020

Fontana Unified School District
Division of Teaching and Learning

Department of Multilingual Programs and Services

English Language Development Lesson
(Designated ELD)
Grade: 3
Lesson: 20
Language Objective: Today I am working on writing about the story I read.
In this lesson, you will…
Expanding:

Read your answers from the top of page 28 before completing the
frames at the bottom of 28. The first sentence should include
information about the problem of the original train, the second explains
how they chose the new shape, and the third discusses the
advantage(s) of the new trains.

If you need help completing the lesson, do this instead...
Emerging:

Read your answers from the top of page 28. Use the
following frames to guide your writing on the bottom of page
28:
• The problem with the Shinkansen train was that it was
too _____ when it _____.
• The engineers shaped the ______ the same shape as
a ______.
• The new trains are much ______.

If you want to challenge yourself in completing the lesson, do this instead…
Bridging:

Once you have written your answers on the bottom of page
28, practice asking and answering the questions. If you
can, have someone at home help you by asking the question,
“What idea did the train engineers get from nature?” Say
each sentence at least three times out loud.

May 2020

Respond to the Text

LESSON 19

Name___________________________________

Read the text. Discuss it with someone at home. Use the sentences below to
start the conversation. Cite text evidence and record your ideas in your answers
below. Present your ideas to someone at home.

1.   Explain the problem with the first Shinkansen trains.
The trains
_________________________________________________________________ .
2. Discuss why the kingfisher was interesting to the engineers.
The kingfisher does not

3. Discuss how the new front end improved the Shinkansen trains.
The new trains
_________________________________________________________________ .

--------------------------------------------------------------------------------Write Work with a partner. Discuss your ideas about “Inspired by a

Bird.” Then write your answer to the Essential Question.

LESSON 20

What idea did train engineers get from nature?

The problem with the Shinkansen train was
_____________________________________________________________ .
The engineers shaped

.

The new trains
.

28

ELD.PI.3.1.Ex, ELD.PI.3.6.Ex, ELD.PI.3.10b.Ex, ELD.PI.3.12.Ex See the California Standards section.
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